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What Is Aquaponics?
Aquaponics is the system of growing fish and
vegetables together in a closed-loop system. The
veggie production never stops. It uses less water than
conventional soil gardening and doesn’t use any
chemical fertiliser. It produces the highest protein per
square meter compared to traditional agriculture. It
can be done sustainably, and it is fully scalable. Even
vegetarians or vegans can benefit from using koi as fish
and grow lots of vegetables on top.

▪
▪
▪

Nitrite converted to nitrate by another bacteria.
The vegetables take nitrate as nitrogen.
This is the complete nitrogen cycle.

It is a never-ending cycle; vegetable production is
continuing, and make sure you have seeds and
seedlings ready to go on grow beds.

Join Aquaponics Canberra Facebook group. And also,
read the history of AP here.

How does It work?
In simple terms: Fish eat food, they poop, veggies use
poop as fertiliser, and we eat veggies and fish.
Technically:
▪ Fish create ammonia through their gills and
excretion.
▪ Ammonia broken down to nitrite by bacteria in
the grow beds.
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Tools to Build
An angle grinder, jigsaw, L corner, spirit level, various
hole and drill bits, cordless driver and security bits are
enough to build this thing at home. Any DIY person
would have these at home, I am guessing.

Setup
A fish tank big enough to accommodate about 40 fish
made out of an IBC container easily. A concrete pool,
converted lap pool, swimming pool is also okay. Grow
beds are again can be cut from IBCs, or bathtubs can be
used. Whatever is lying around that can hold gravel and
water in it will do. Bigger, the better. A sump tank to
keep the fingerlings or for duckweed and Azolla
production may also be required.

Syphons
Syphon pulls the water from growbeds down to the fish
tank. There is a bell siphon, and there is a constant
flood siphon. Both styles are equally good.

Swirl Filters + Sump

Grow Beds
Grow beds are cut from an IBC’s sides 35-40cm deep.
IBC cage is also cut to hold these grow beds, and open
sides of the cage are supported with a plank of wood
screwed. Grow beds are filled with clay pebbles up to
30-35cm. Once build, an IBC grow bed is about 320
litres full, and about 300 litres of it is wet.

Swirl filter removes the solids from the fish tank and
cleans the water from big debris. It consists of an SLO
(solid lifting outlet (or overflow)), a radial flow filter
(RFF) and a sump (optional). These filters extend the
maintenance period of grow beds as the solids are
caught before they go in the grow beds. The solids can
be removed from the system and fed to fruit trees.
If the solids are going into your grow beds or the roots
of the harvested vegetables are staying, introduce red
composting worms to your Grow Beds. Worms will eat
the debris in the GBs and return more water-soluble
nutrients to the water.
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A venturi connected to the water pump also adds
oxygen to the water; you can’t have too much oxygen
anyway.

What Fish?
It depends on where your system is located. Indoor or
outdoor. I have a tank of Silver Perch and another tank
of Trouts. If you are indoors, you can have barramundi,
Jade Perch, Murray Cod etc. you can also catch fish
from the river systems and grow them at home.
Yabbies, freshwater mussels (Velesunio ambiguous)
are also good to have. The fish tank should always be
under shade and should not get direct sunlight.
For Canberra, the generally accepted fish is trout. We
get it around March and harvest just before the heat
waves, beginning of summer

Solid Lifting Outlet
Pulls the crud from the bottom of the fish tank using
gravity and directs the water to a filter

Pumps
We need a water pump and a backup. You can get a
$75 pump on eBay that is low in watt and about 5000L
per hour capacity. The excess energy can be used for a
venturi to provide some extra air to the fish tank.
An air pump is an excellent investment to protect your
fishes. With two good air stones, it will keep the
dissolved oxygen levels high. I have a Hailea 80 and
using it for about a year now. I can pump air on a 20m
long pipe without any problem.

Fish Feed
Usually, when you buy fingerlings, the supplier also
sells you enough commercial fish food to grow them.
Get this food to keep it on the safe side. The Petshop
at Belco Fresh Fruit Market sells mealworms (Tenebrio
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Molitor) and bearded worms (Hermetia illucens). You
can grow these at home too.

Daphnia Magna using spent-bedding from Tenebrio
Molitor production is also suitable for fingerlings.

A worm Farm provides red composting worms, which
are also food to trout.

You can also collect mosquito fish from still ponds and
raise them at home as food for trout.
Tubifex – Blood worms from aquarium shops in frozen
form is also good but expensive.

Slaters, pillbugs and grubs are also food for any
predatory fish. Make sure the size of the food matches
their mouth.

Duckweed and Azolla are good food for silver perch in
winter.
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Make Yourself
You can make your fish food too if you have time. Mix
proteins of %60 - %70 from the sources like plant-based
proteins: algae, yeast, soybean meal, cottonseed meal,
peanuts, sunflower, rapeseed/canola, other oil-seed
cakes or Animal-based proteins: fishery by-products
(fishmeal or offal), poultry by-products (poultry meal
or offal), meat meal, meat and bone meal, blood meal.
You also need carbohydrates of %20 - %30 from the
sources like wheat flour, wheat bran, corn flour, corn
bran, rice bran, potato starch, cassava root meal etc.
You need some oils as well of %2 - %4. You can use fish
oil, vegetable oil (soybean, canola, sunflower),
processed animal fat. Add some vitamins of %3 - %4 as
vitamin premix, yeast, legumes, liver, milk, bran, wheat
germ. And finally some minerals of %3 - %4 like mineral
premix, crushed bone etc.

A Simple Fish Feed Recipe
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cornmeal 1 Kg
Wheat flour 1 Kg
Soybean meal 6.7 Kg
Soybean oil 200 grams
Wheat bran 700 grams
Vitamin and mineral premix 300 grams

Which Veggies to Grow?
For the first 6 months of the cycle with fish, grow only
leafy green vegetables like the silver beat, mizuna, bok
choy, mustard, rocket, salad greens etc. Once the
system is up and running, and bacteria are developed
nicely, try fruiting vegetables like tomato, strawberry,
capsicum, chillies. You can have grapes, dwarf trees,
blueberry, dwarf nectarine, dwarf apple in their 50L
buckets, raspberry, black berry, etc.

Fishless Cycle
A newly established system needs to be matured.
Make sure all the siphons are working, and GBs are
level. Fill GBs with clay pebbles and turn on the water
pump. Add a dead prawn, matured pee, or a couple of
alive carp fish in FT. Measure the pH, ammonia, nitrite
and nitrate. SeaSol, trace minerals, rock dust, and
chelated EDDHA iron can also be added to provide
nutrients and minerals. Continue running the pump
and check the water chemistry regularly. It will take
about four weeks max.

pH, Ammonia, Nitrite, Nitrate
These are the four values we regularly check to
understand the health of the system. Water quality is
of utmost importance. Rainwater is usually the best
water to use, but tap water can also be used after
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treating it with hydrochloric acid to take the pH to 6
and rest for two days. Master test kit from API is your
friend here. Also, keep an eye on the temperature and
make a note of it daily.

Adding spent coffee grounds to each grow bed
between 300g to 1000g also provides iron and some
minerals.

Buying and Introducing Fish into AP
GH-KH, Iron, TDS
Once you get into AP and have experience for a couple
of years, you might want to know more about your
system. It is now time to buy an iron, GH/KH test kits
and a digital TDS meter.
If you are dosing your system with Fe-EDDHA every 3
weeks, measure after a couple of dosing to understand
how the plants utilise the iron. Do you need more iron
in the system? You may save money here.
GH/KH test will tell you the hardness of your AP water.
If you are using rainwater, there is no problem. Tap
water usually adds some carbonates to the system.
Also, if you want to adjust the pH using one of the acids
or lime, you might want to know the total hardness for
an educated lime or acid addition to your AP.
TDS will tell you the total dissolved solids floating in the
water. This is usually tested to understand the salting
amount, but the other colloidal minerals are also
measured. It also affects the electrical conductivity (EC)
of the water.

Salt and coffee
Keeping 1ppt salt in the FT is an excellent idea to keep
the parasites away. Use only rock salt. You can also use
Potassium Chloride. Keep aeration well.

In Canberra, fish is delivered to your door, or you pick
it up from someone else’s place. Open the bag and put
it in your FT. Hang it from the side. Wait till the
temperature equalises. Check pH in the bag and your
FT. If pH is equal, empty the bag in FT in about 2 hours
so that the temperatures are similar. If pH is not equal.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

remove 2 cups of water from the bag
add 2 cups of water from FT to the bag
Repeat at 10 minutes intervals
When you think you’ve replaced most/all of the
water in the bag
Recheck pH, if equalised
Empty it in FT

John Burgess is our leading fish/feed supplier and bulk
buys organiser. His mobile is 0432 273 477, and his
email is freshbynatureinfo@gmail.com. Keep an eye on
the Aquaponics Canberra FB page.

How Many Fish?
Calculate the wet volume of your grow beds. With the
above instructions, they are about ≈320L each. Per 2025 litres of growbed damp area equals 500-600 grams
of one edible size fish. We have 640L in 2 GBs. So we
can have ≈35 edible size fish in a cubic meter IBC FT.
You can start with 40 fingerlings.
The more surface area on your media, the more you
can stock fish. Add another RFF, DWC or wicking bed,
and you can have more fish in an IBC, but don’t go more
than 50, though. Fish needs space to grow too.
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o
o

o
o
o

Breed fish (requires more setup) to sell.
Catch fish from rivers, lakes, grow a bit more at
home. You would be a criminal carrying live redfin,
tilapia or carp, but this is food that you need. I
heard at least one person looking after large
numbers of redfins.
Use solar energy for pumps with a battery backup
system.
You can sell fish to friends or gourmet people.
Get into a group of AP people for group buys.

Costs
o

Setup costs: Around $1000
▪ IBC’s $160 each; you need at least 2. Sometimes
half-price ones available on GT.
▪ Insulation: depending on what you use
• Wood + polyurethane foam $300
• Insulation wraps or hay bales
▪ Pumps: Water pump $70, Air pump $150
▪ Plumbing: Not more than $150 depending on the
size
▪ Scoria: $150 a cubic meter; half a cubic meter is
enough
▪ Clay pebbles: $45 per 45L bag – 3 or 4 bags on
top of scoria
▪ Check out the shop in Fyshwick
o Running costs:
▪ Fish: ~$1.50 – $2.00 each in bulk
▪ Fish food: about ~$5 per Kg
▪ Electricity: Not sure, but the pumps we use
are low consumption
▪ Rainwater: Free
▪ API Test kit: $75

Reducing Costs
o
o

o
o
o
o

If you grow a koi with a blue dot on it, it will pay for
the entire setup and running costs.
Hang out at the forums; you can find $20 IBCs in
Sydney.
▪ http://aquaponics.net.au/forum/
▪ http://www.backyardaquaponics.com/forum/
Forums usually have second-hand systems for
cheap.
Your friends might have a water pump in their
garage gathering dust.
The unused middle part of the IBC makes an
excellent veggie bed edging.
Make the fish food yourself.

How Long It Takes?
System cycles in about four weeks fishless. Use SeaSol
liquid fertiliser one cap every second day.
Peeponic takes slightly longer.
Trout grows to edible size in about 8-9 months, feed
often and in small amounts.
Perch takes about two years; they don’t grow much in
winter times, they don’t eat much either.
In the meantime, veggie production goes full steam.
The excess nitrate needs to be taken out.
Once it is set up correctly, it will serve you for years.
Setup your system in autumn and collect rainwater
during autumn, winter. Cycle the system with carp or a
couple of yabbies.
You can buy Trout fingerlings in April, May or
preferably in winter.
You can buy silver perch fingerlings after the last frost
or around mid-summer.
For optimum growth and continuous fish, two separate
fish tanks are advisable.
It would help if you cleaned the pump once a week.
Check your siphons for root growth regularly.

Protection
▪
▪

Possums, birds
o A chicken wire around the grow beds
Caterpillars, bugs
o Chili, garlic spray
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▪
▪
▪

o Dipel
Install a bug hotel to attract beneficial insects.
A beehive or a homemade bug hotel is always a
good investment.
Cover the FT so that kids cannot access it.

Quality of the Fish in AP
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

More fat than store-bought fish, they don’t run
around or hunt for food.
They are grown with care and love (don’t name
them, you will confuse anyway ☺ ).
Nutritionally dense (depending on the feeding
regime).
No slave fishers worked for it; you know where the
fish is coming from.
Grab a fish and some veggies from your AP for an
instant dinner.
Ecological. Does not kill the environment. You are
not part of the troll fishing crime.

Quality of the Vegetables in AP
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Buy a sugar refractometer to measure the quality.
Find brix tables on the net and compare your
readings.
Use homemade foliar sprays to increase brix levels.
Only use heirloom seeds. Stay away from any
fungicide and pesticide covered hybrid or GMO
seeds.
Use Rock Dust or palagonite in the FT.
Add trace minerals and iron to the system.
Use a diverse diet for the fishes.
Collect your seeds to grow again.
Join my other workshop titled “Secrets of Growing
Nutrient Dense Produce” to learn the tricks.

Harvest
Especially if you are growing trout, you may need to
harvest all the fishes at the end of spring. It is a
daunting task, but you can pull this off very quickly and
efficiently with some preparation.
Tools needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An outdoor bench where you can gut the fish.
A Large bucket for the guts. Guts will make fish
fertiliser later.
A couple of knives very sharp and steel.
Steel mash gloves.
A scale.
About 4 Kg rock salt, crushed fine.
A vacuum packer and enough rolls for the fishes.
Herbs like oregano, thyme, garlic, marjoram,
juniper berries. They are crushed or ground.
Sliced lemon, lots of it.
Sliced garlic.

Prepare your bench with the above things. Make sure
you have electricity and the vacuum packer is working.
It is preferable to have a friend or two around. One
person catches the fish, another person guts it, and the
third person salts and vacuums it.
• Remove the fish and kill it humanely.
• Gut and scale it quickly. Wash and pat dry.
• Weigh the fish and weigh %2 of the fish weight of
salt.
• Add desired spices, garlic and salt in and out of the
fish.
• Put the fish in a vacuum roll and put some lemon
slices.
• Vacuum quickly and freeze.
A smoker is always a good investment. I highly
recommend a smoker. You need to watch a couple of
YouTube videos to learn how to tie the fish to hang for
smoking.
Also, to kill the fish humanely, try using the ikejime
method to dispatch. There is even a mobile app.
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There is only one disclaimer here. While AP grow beds
are suitable for growing all sorts of leafy greens,
wicking beds integrated with AP grows better fruiting
veggies and, in some cases, grape wines and dwarf
trees too. So keep your salad greens in
hydroton/pebble GBs and use the wicking beds for
fruiting vegetables. Wicking beds can also be a good
alternative for plants that require different pH levels.

AP Wicking Beds
It is only natural to think that a wicking bed can also be
integrated into the AP system to provide the best of
both soil and aquaponics gardening. The wicking beds
can be cut from an IBC’s bottom. Although I
recommend using the sides for regular grow beds, we
need more height for a wicking bed. Therefore bottom
is the best option. A wicking bed is a watertight
container where the first 20-30cm is filled with rocks,
gravel, broken glass etc. and covered with a layer of
geotextile or coconut coir. It needs to be levelled with
a spirit level so that the water can be wicked equally.
There is another layer of soil not more than 30cm on
top of this. Lastly, there is about 10cm of mulch on top
to prevent evaporation. So an IBC cut about 75cm high
will do. Water enters into the system like a grow bed
and exits from another pipe situated about 25cm tall
from the bottom. Water is wicked to the soil, and the
system kept moist all the time. As this is an almost still
water system, oxygenation in FT is a must so that
anaerobic bacteria don’t take foothold in the wicking
beds. When it is done correctly, I think wicking beds
would be the best of both worlds and very effective. It
is weed-free, does not taken over by tree roots and
easy to maintain.

You might want to cover AP wicking beds on a rainy day
to prevent the mix of different pH rainwater or
nutrients into the system; if you have a greenhouse,
even better.

Terminology
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

AP: Aquaponics
CHIFT PIST: Constant Height in Fish Tank-Pump
In Sump Tank
CHOP 2: Murray Hallam’s AP system Constant
Height, One Pump
GB: Grow Bed
FT: Fish Tank
ST: Sump Tank
SP: Silver Perch – JP: Jade Perch
pH: Acidity unit
DO: Dissolved Oxygen
Hydroton: Clay pebbles
Scoria: Volcanic rock CSG, Bruce Works, WSC
SLO: Solid Lifting Outlet
DWC: Deep Water Culture
RFF: Radial Flow Filter
NFT: Nutrition Film Technique
MBBR: Moving Bed Bio Reactor

The End
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Read, watch and plan
Measure twice, cut once, don’t rush
Watch YouTube videos of Rob Bob and others
Search for Bell Syphon, Afnan Syphon
There are large PDFs available free on the net
The next step is Nutrition Film Technique (NFT)
and Floating Rafts with DWC
And growing the system
▪ Any Questions???

With the additional minerals (rock dust) and manures
to the soil in wicking beds, the water flowing under also
takes these, which is a good thing for the pebble grow
beds.
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Some More Content
pH Adjustment

Growing seedlings
Usually, when you seed GBs, they grow, but some tiny

If high pH (means the source water is alkaline)

seeds may be sucked to the bottom and never had a

The best approach is to treat any top-up water with

chance to grow. For this reason and to grow seedlings,

Phosphoric acid to a pH of 6.8-7.2 and maintain it there

I designed this little rectangular planter box with

(this will require a few doses) for about 24 hours before

coarse-grit aquarium sand.

adding it into the primary system. After every top-up,
wait for a day and measure the pH. It is also advisable
to test the pH just before adding the top-up water.

The planter box sits level to the grow bed media, and
the capillary action keeps the sand wet all the time.
Tiny seeds can successfully be germinated with this

If low pH (means the source water is acidic)

method without any losses. It would be best if you

Suspend oyster shells in FT. The carbonate in the shells

transplanted the seedlings later on to their semi-

dissolve in the water and slowly buffers the pH. This

permanent location on the GB.

does not stress the fish as it dissolves very slowly.
If you have slugs living in the GBs, raise the planter box

In general
Leave it to time. If your growing media is inert and the
fishes are healthy and feeding, it will naturally balance.
From the time you get your fingerlings till they grow to
200-300 gram size, your system will naturally acidify.

above the gravel about 3cm and put a copper band
around it, making sure copper doesn’t touch the water.
Keep the sand still level with the GB’s gravel. This
method prevents the slugs from eating your seedlings.

The optimum acidity is pH6.2 to pH6.5, but if yours is

The holes underneath the planter box are too big that

7.2 or higher, there is no need to worry. Add potassium

you might need to plug them with bigger gravel first.

chloride, aerate well and get a diverse diet for your

Also, to aid with water penetration, you may need

lovely fishes and it should balance in time.

smaller holes around it which can be opened with a

Testing your media – (before you buy)

soldering gun.
You can also position the seed raising planter under the

Vinegar test reveals if limestone particles exist in your
chosen media. If the gravel reacts in vinegar and

water outlet, but it may allocate too many solids if
there is no solids filter in the system.

bubbles, do not use it in grow beds. If it is inert and
doesn’t bubble, you can. Scoria is inert.

2 Standpipes

Mix charcoal and scoria at the bottom and top up with

It is advisable to have two standpipes designed for your

hydroton in grow beds. This method saves money (less

system. One at a height to let the water rise to the level

hydroton) and provides greater surface area for the

of the growing media.

bacteria to grow.

With water going all the way up to the gravel:
1.

It will drive the slugs out of your system.

2.

The seeds on top will germinate
10
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As soon as the slugs are out or the seeds germinated,

cleared, clean the pump again as the very fine debris

the second standpipe will keep the water level 4-5cm

stuck in the crevices of the pump.

below the gravel. This standpipe will reduce
evaporation by keeping the water out of sunlight. This
pipe is the main pipe of your system.
A third standpipe can also be made smaller than the
others to convert the bell siphon to constant flood if
there is need be.

Bell siphon outlets

If you are stocking SP, they don’t eat much in winter.
Reduce the amount of food and watch the bottom of
the tank for uneaten feed build-up. They eat duckweed
and boiled spinach or swiss chards in winter.

Swirl Filter – Radial Flow Filter
Once your fishes get bigger, you may need to remove
solids (that is visible fish poo and uneaten food) rather

Sometimes, some areas of the surface water cover with

than pumping them to grow beds. To be honest, I don’t

a thin layer of oil and create dead zones where no

want to service the grow beds as they are full of scoria

oxygen exchange happens because of the fish feed. If

and weigh a ton. A sump and a swirl filter is a necessity

you situate your siphon’s outlets on opposite corners

when fish get bigger. I will leave the other solids in the

of the FT, it should solve the problem. Oil should

GBs to composting worms.

eventually stick to the sides or go up the grow beds and
broken down.

Weekly cleaning
It is advisable to regularly check the gravel guard
around the bell siphon to see whether any roots have

A swirl filter pulls the big particles down, leaving the
upper columns of water free of debris—this water then
taken down to a sump or NFT channels and then
pumped to grow beds. Grow beds get clean water and
will serve us longer without cleaning them.

grown into it. Scrape and clean the roots inside the

The drain tap on the bottom of the swirl filter is used

gravel guard and turn the gravel guard about 2cm to

to clean the debris from time to time, and this is the

cut any roots.

tonic for fruit trees in soil, wicking beds or worm farm.

It would be best to clean the pump once a week to
ensure adequate water is recycled through the system.
Also, remove the sponge from the pump. You can scrub
the pump in a bucket of water with a toothbrush. Feed
often and feed small amounts to prevent the bottom

This is the best fertiliser you can ever get. The swirl
filter needs to be emptied once a week or fortnight
depending on how much solids collected; don’t leave it
too long. It smells like hell but does not forget that it is
the best fertiliser for fruit trees.

build-up of uneaten food and clogged pump.

What to grow

After removing the old growth and populating the grow

You must have heard the term bio-diversity, where

beds with seeds, seedlings, the FT goes murky a bit

gardeners try to grow different vegetables and fruits

because of the disturbance in the gravel. Make sure

rather than monoculture fields to benefit the plant and

your pump is clean at this time mainly. All that debris

soil. System diversity is also essential to increase

will go up to the GBs in no time. Once the FT water

resilience. So if one system fails, the other systems can
11
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continue to provide food. Bio-diversity, together with

For wicking beds, capsicum, chilli, tomato, eggplant,

system diversity, offers the best food security.

snow pea, beans (except broad beans) and carrots will

Aquaponics’ clay pebble grow beds, wicking beds

do. You can also try dwarf trees and wines in large

either attached to AP or not, and soil gardens like

enough single wicking containers. One standard size or

hügelkulture, food forest, raised beds, containers, etc.,

two dwarf trees per IBC wicking bed would do.

would give you this system diversity.

For soil gardens, corn, garlic, onion, broad bean,

In pebble grow beds, opt for leafy greens as they are

pumpkin, potato, Jerusalem artichoke, cauliflower,

the ones pulling the nitrate most. Lettuce, silverbeet,

Brussel sprout, artichoke and asparagus. Also trees and

mizuna, bok choy, rocket, purslane, coriander, basil,

wines. Use the swirl filter output to fertilise the soil

mustard, celeriac will work here. Also, ginger and

garden and trees.

turmeric work nicely if you’ve only used clay pebbles as
your grow media (to make it easier for the rhizomes to
grow). You can also add some cosmos flowers to attract
beneficial insects. I have tried marigold, but they grow

With this food production plan, you will never feel the
necessity of buying fruits and vegetables from shops.
Happy Growing.

so large and cover precious growing areas and block
the Sun.
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Books and References
o
o
o

http://www.backyardaquaponics.com
http://aquaponics.net.au/forum/portal/
Rob Bob’s Backyard Farm on YouTube

Free PDFs

When you first introduce the fingerlings into your AP system, you feel the Zen.
When you feed them the first time, you enjoy the Zen.
When you take a reading of pH, Ammonia, Nitrite and Nitrate, you see the Zen
When you harvest your first homegrown fish or veggie, you eat the Zen.

YOU ARE ZEN
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